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Jaiden animations misaki samurai buyer

Edit Jaiden issues approval (later cancelled) for samurai buyer products. Plot Summary (en) Add Synopsis Animation (en) Biography Comedy Guide for Parents Talk Show: Add Content Advisory for Parents Edit Release Date: September 22, 2016 (USA) More Most of you already know. But I see a lot of people don't know what happened. Worse, some
iotubes still fall in love with it. I'm afraid people may even be tempted to think Misaki (Samurai Buyer) is a good guy. Spoilers, it's not. This piece of crap is perhaps even worse than Keemstar.So Misaki (if that's even his real name) is a Japanese man who likes to send emails to popular YouTubers so they can promote his crappy box loot for free. And I mean
shitty mining boxes. He has been known to send broken dolls and crappy cutouts that even Mcdonald's would take cheap. Now, if you see videos from people like Boogie and Wisecrack you'll see that most crate services such as lootbox give money to great YouTubers to be sponsored, right? Misaki is however too cheap to pay for sponsorship. So he
created a persona naive Japanese, who confuses words such as the sea man for sperm. People who gert letters from him laugh at his ridiculous broken English and naivety. He's funny and possessive. He also pretends to live in Australia and he's super Westernized and he has perfect English. Basically he's a manipulative piece of shit. So many popular
yotubers agreed to promote SCAMurai buyer for free because they found it cute and sweet, including idubbbzSo SCAMurai shopper used idubbbz name to convince other YouTubers to promote it for free. He used the name idubbbz to convince IHE (I hate everything) and Jaiden animations to promote it for free. The truth came to light when he hired a man
from Denmark Fun Weather. The cheerful weather worked hard to promote the samurai buyer and even left his job to work in Japan.Misaki being a sociopath he, fired him as soon as he ceased to be useful and the hard work on advertising was already done. He then mocked him and mocked Merriweather on social media. Even as colleagues defended the
merry weather, he mocked them to slander Merry Weather.Misaki also constantly asked MerryWeather to copy the style of humor idubbbz on his tweets. This POS knew idubbbz was his strongest asset. In truth, Misaki simply used YouTubers free advertising as a way to pay for his luxury life in the privacy of an expensive apartment. yes, this guy has a lot of
money. Merriweather even considered begging Misaki, as he had no money to return But in the end the fans were able to help him. After the truth came to light Idubbbz severed ties with the buyer of SCAMurai silently. Continue to enjoy the Video Idubbbz. But don't let that asshole even a dime. TL;DR Misaki is a manipulative piece of crap. Page 2 2
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